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Problem 1 (MORE ONHAMMING CODES)

We have seen the(7, 4) Hamming code in the class. This family of code exist for different parameters.
We will study them in this problem.

Let r ≥ 2 be an arbitrary integer. Consider all non-zero binary vectors of lengthr and list them as
the column of a matrix, calledHr.

(a) What is the size of matrixHr?

(b) Let t be the minimum number of columns ofHr which are linearly dependent, i.e., there exist
columns indicated byhi1 , hi2 , . . . , hit and binary numbersc1, c2, . . . , ct such that

t
∑

j=1

cjhij = 0.

Prove thatt = 3 for anyr ∈ N.

(c) Given the fact thatHr is a full-rank matrix, find the size of the right kernel ofHr, that is the
number of vectorsx which satisfyHr · x = 0.

(d) Define the codeCr as the set of set of vectorsx is part (c). Show that this code is linear. Find the
codeword length, dimension, minimum distance and the rate of the code.

We are givenT coins out of which one is fake,i.e., whose weight is different than the others. We
also have a set of detectors which are able to tell us whether the fake coin is in a set (chosen by us) or
not (See Problem 2 of Homework 3 for more details).

(e) LetT = 2k. How many times should we use a detector to find the fake coin?

(f) Assume we have as many number of detectors as you wish, butonly one of them, which we
don’t know, is broken, i.e., its answer might be true or false. How many times should we use the
detectors to find the fake coin? What is your strategy to find the fake coin?

Problem 2 (NOISY TYPEWRITER)

You are using a typewriter (for younger audience: a machine people used for text editing before com-
puters existed). To simplify things, we will assume that youare typing in English and only using
letters and a space symbol, which we denote as “−”. Hence, the input and output alphabets are
X = Y = {a, b, . . . , z,−}. Since this machine is very old, it produces errors: in particular if you
type the symbolxi, it will produce one of the nearby symbolsxi−1, xi, or xi+1 with equal probability,
in a circular fashion (for example, typing “a” may result in “−”, “a”, or “b”).
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(a) What is the capacity of the noisy typewriter channel?

(b) The typewriter has a property that a specific output symbol can be observed given that a specific
input symbol has been used (e.g. if the output of the typewriter is “b”, you can be sure that the
input is not “m”). You can use this to carefully restrict yourinput to a subset of the alphabet.
What is the maximum number of input symbols that you can choose such that you can perfectly
reconstruct the input symbol upon observing the output symbol?

(c) Assume now that all input symbols are equally likely. Devise a coding strategy that ensures that
you can reconstruct the input given the output and compare this to the channel capacity. What can
you conclude?

Problem 3 (REED-SOLOMON CODES)

A matrix in the following form has a special name, Vandermonde matrix.
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Let this Vandermonde matrix be a generator matrix for a linear codeC and letxi’s be distinct elements
of a finite fieldX with n ≤ |X | andk ≤ n.

(a) Is the generator matrix in the systematic form?

(b) What is the information sequence(u0, u1, · · · uk−1) encoded to?

(c) What is the minimum distance ofC?

(d) How many codewords of Hamming weightd are there in the codebook?

Problem 4

Consider a binary symmetric channel with cross probabilityp. Therefore, a binary sequencex is trans-
mitted and the received sequence would bey = x + z, where the elements ofz are chosen independently
at random according to the distributionPr(zi = 1) = 1 − Pr(zi = 0) = p.

(a) What is the capacity of this channel?

(b) What is the typical Hamming weight of the noise sequences, that is the most probablew such that
wH(z) = w?
Hint: FindPr(wH(z) = i) as a function ofi, and determine when the function is increasing and
decreasing.

(c) Assume that we use at-ball bounded distance decoder which acts as follows. Givenreceivedy,
the decoder looks for codewordsx within distancet of y. If there is a unique such codeword,
then the decoder mapsy to x. Otherwise, it declares an error. We want to design a code such
that using the code and at-ball bounded distance decoder we can correct any error of the typical
weight obtained in part (b). Find the minimum required distance of the code.
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(d) Consider codesCn of increasing blocklengthn and fixed rater, i.e., the code has2⌊nr⌋ codewords.
Let d(Cn) denote the minimum distance of the code and defineδ = d(Cn)/n as the normalized
distance of the code. Recall the Gilbert-Varshamov bound studied in the class. Use the approx-
imation

∑d−1
i=1

(

n
i

)

≃ 2nH2(d/n) for large enoughn, whereH2(·) is the binary entropy function.
Rewrite the bound in terms of the rater and the normalized minimum distanceδ of the code.

(e) Compare the capacity of channel with the GV bound forp = 1/4.

(f) How much error can a capacity achieving code with a bounded distance decoder tolerate for
arbitraryp? What is your conclusion about the role of minimum distance in performance of a
code used to communicate over a noisy channel?
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